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Transmission 6-speed manual 8-speed automatic (+$1,500) Transmission 6-speed manual 8-speed automatic (+$1,500) 8-speed automatic (+$1,500) Gear system Transmission System Drivetrain Fuel Economy Fuel fuel tank fuel tank capacity fuel tank capacity seats capacity Seats Capacity Motor
Horsepower Torque Transmission 6-speed Manual 8-speed automatic (+$1,500) 6-speed manual 8-speed automatic (+$1,500) 8-speed automatic (+$1.50 0) Drivetrain Maximum Towing Capacity CO2 Emissions @ 15K mi/Year Fuel Tank Capacity Cruising Range Range Highway Max Width Front Width
Wheelbase Space Front Seat Front Seat Front Seat Front Seat Front Seat Front Room Front Room Front Hip Room Rear Seat Ben Room Rear Seat Headroom Rear Seat Shoulder Seat Rear Seat Back Seat Hip Space Cargo Volume to seat 1 Last Volume to Seat 2 Cargo Volume for Seat 3 Steering
Type Turning Diameter Wheels Type Rear Wheel Size Rear Rear Tire Rear Tire Front Tire Ticket Silver Metallic Clearcoat Gunbattle Red Clearcoat Granite Crystal Metallic Clearcoat Ticket Silver Metallic Clearcoat Fireworks Red Clearcoat Granite Crystal Metallic Clearcoat HD Radio Bluetooth
Connection Premium Sound System Satellite Smart Device Integration WiFi Hotspot Auxiliary Audio Input MP3 Player Navigation System Rat Audio Controls Power Mirror (s) Climate Control Cruise Control Heated Front Seat (s) Heated Rat Keyless Entry Multi-Zone A/C Universal Garage Door Opener
Rear A/C Keyless Start Telematics Back-Up Camera Cross-Traffic Alert Rear Support BackRest Blind Spot Brake Assist Stability Control Traction Control Frontal Barrier Crash Rating Driver Air Bag Front Side Air Bag Passenger Air Bag Basic Corrosion 5 Years/Unlimited Miles 5 Years/Unlimited Miles
Drivetrain Maintenance 3 Years/Unlimited Miles 3 Years/Unlimited Miles Roadside Why McLaren GT Is the Best Everyday Supercar Cars That Are Even Rarer Than You Thought we drove Land Rover Defender From James Bond's 'No Time To Die' 11 new cars That must be a success most under cars
In America Why the 2021 Cadillac Escalade is the ultimate Fullsize SUV Audi's Greatest Special Editions Become a better driver with this must-have gadget for many enthusiasts, the Jeep Wrangler stands alone in the 21st century. Rough, rugged and boasting serious off-road capabilities, it's almost the
mirror-opposite of today's car-based crossovers and refined, luxury-focused SUVs. So while it's true that there's nothing for sale in the U.S. that matches just with Jeep's iconic Wrangler, there are several vehicles that evoke the same adventurous spirit and share some of its most important features.
Bodywork on frame construction, part-time four-wheel drive with low range, significant ground clearance and break angles suitable for trail work specifications for Wrangler and other similar vehicles. While the larger Nissan Xterra doesn't share the dimensions of the Wrangler, it has a similarly aggressive,
off-road focus. The 2015 Xterra is a mid-size, rear- or all-wheel drive SUV. There is a traditional truck-style body-on-frame construction. Nissan measures 178.7 inches long, 72.8 inches wide and 74.9 inches tall, with a 106.3-inch wheelbase. These dimensions make it significantly larger than the 2015
Wrangler, which is only 152.8-inches long and sits on a 95.4-inch wheelbase. The Xterra is powered by a 4.0-liter V-6. This engine generates 261 horsepower at 5,600 rpm and 281 foot-pounds of torque at 4,000 rpm. The Xterra boasts a host of off-road features, such as a sturdy leaf-spring rear
suspension, hill start assist, hill descent control, an electronic locking rear differential, a powerful aluminum roof rack with available locking gearbox, a cargo area that can be flushed out for easy cleaning and built-in bumper steps for easy access to the roof. Low-range all-wheel drive is optional. Xterr's
breakover angle varies from 22.9 degrees to 23.8 degrees, depending on trim level. Its ground clearance measures from 8.2 to 9.1 inches. In terms of appearance and overall attitude, the FJ Cruiser is the Wrangler's closest modern competitor. Like the Wrangler, the dramatically styled FJ Cruiser evokes
the legendary off-roader of the past – in Toyota's case, the iconic FJ Land Cruiser. Fj Cruiser 2014 is a lot bigger than the Wrangler. It measures 183.9 inches long, 75.0 inches wide and 72.0-inches tall, with a 105.9-inch wheelbase. Like the Wrangler, it employs a body-on-frame design. Toyota is
powered by a 4.0-liter V-6 that produces 260 horsepower at 5,600 rpm and 271 foot-pounds of torque at 4,400 rpm. Notable features include rear-hinged suicide backdoors, an elevated air intake for fording water up to 28 inches deep, accessible part-time four-wheel drive with low range and CRAWL
Control system for negotiating challenging terrain at low speeds. FJ Cruiser's breakover angle is 27 degrees and its ground clearance is just under 10 inches. While the Toyota 4Runner is not a direct competitor to the Wrangler in terms of size or price, the two vehicles still have a lot in common. Like jeep,
4Runner is a long-standing and respected SUV nameplate with decades of enthusiast support behind it. Unlike so many modern sport-utility vehicles, 4Runner hasn't given up on its adventurous roots. It is still equipped with truck-style body-on-frame construction and traditional, part-time four-wheel drive
with low range. Despite its refined interior, it has the ability to tackle real paths. The 2014 4Runner measures 190.2 inches in length, 75.8 inches in width and 71.5 inches in height. It rides on a 109.8-inch Just as FJ Cruiser has 4Runner is powered by a 4.0-liter V-6. In the larger Toyota, it puts out 270
horsepower at 5,600 rpm and 278 foot-pounds of torque at 4,400 rpm. While Toyota does not specify its breakover angle, the 4Runner approach angle is 33 degrees and its departure angle is 26 degrees. Its ground clearance is 9.6 inches. Despite its upscale interior, the 2014 LR4 still has the necessary
hardware for real off-roading. Like the other vehicles in this list, the upscale Brit features body-on-frame construction and part-time, four-wheel drive with low range. Its breakover angle is 27 degrees and it has a maximum ground clearance of 9.5 inches when its adjustable air suspension is set to off-road
mode. The SUV is powered by a 3.0-liter, supercharged V-6. The engine generates 340 horsepower at 6,500 rpm and 332 foot-pounds of torque at 3,500 rpm. Jeep Wranglers are designed from the factory for both regular and off-road driving. To help its performance off-road, the manufacturer raised the
vehicle's height to give it the necessary ground clearance to navigate uneven terrain. If the factory driving height is too high for you, or if you don't intend to use the Wrangler off-road, you may want to lower it. This can be done by installing new lowering springs on the suspension, cutting the existing
suspension springs or by installing a specialized vehicle lowering suspension kit. Install a set of aftermarket lower springs that are designed to fit the Wrangler suspension system. These springs do not require any modification of the suspension, and in essence are shortened duplicates of factory springs.
They are available at auto part stores and also online. Cut the factory suspension springs on your Wrangler by the same amount on all four corners. Doing so will reduce the travel amount of the springs. Cut the four springs one at a time using a hack saw, making sure their lengths are identical. If they are
uneven, the vehicle will not be level when reinstalled. Install an aftermarket suspension kit designed to make the Wrangler handle more like a coupe than a sports utility vehicle or off-road vehicle. These kits not only lower the ride height, they also offer a smoother ride and smoother handling. Combined
with regular street tires, instead of knobby off-road factory tires that come with the Wrangler, you should also enjoy the added benefit of increased fuel efficiency. Car Bibles are reader-supported. When you buy through links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more A Jeep
Wrangler is great for off-road driving. It provides an excellent driving experience, especially for those who love adventure. But one of the known drawbacks of this vehicle is its substandard headlights, and it is widely known that all cars and trucks need bright and reliable headlights to provide a good
overview of the road. If you your regular drives to to Mountains, beaches and other off-road tracks and you are a proud owner of a Jeep Wrangler, you are lucky when on the best Jeep Wrangler headlights. There is a wide range of replacement options available and our guide below shows some of the
most suitable headlights at the moment. The best Jeep Wrangler headlights If you're looking for Jeep Wrangler headlights to replace the weak factory units provided, these certified LED lights are a great option. The 7 Daymaker Black Led Headlights +4 Cree LED Fog Lamps are DOT approved and are
easy to install, so they are good for users who can change their headlights for the first time. This is a durable and quality Jeep Wrangler headlight users can rely on, and the 100-percent patented Cree LED lamps deliver more than 50,000 hours of superior performance. Every Jeep owner should enjoy
bright, bright lights that support perfect vision while driving at night, therefore that's why the 6,000k color temperature ensure users enjoy good quality white light to light up the road. What's more, the black aluminum casing helps highlight the lamp while increasing its durability. Compatible with 1997-2017
Jeep Wrangler models Affordable Headlights Clear Lenses Reported problems with wire harness If you own a Jeep Wrangler XJ or YJ, you've probably been looking for the best replacements for factory headlights. A lot of replacement headlights are a bit expensive, but luckily the 2018 New Osram Chips
LED Sealed Beam Headlight is a cheap pick. They are designed for maximum performance; the lights are relatively brighter and longer lasting than other headlamps. Even with the brightness, the sharp and straight cut-off prevents them from dazzling other drivers. This is perfect for both busy roads and
lonely roads as oncoming drivers will see the light from a distance and be unaffected by the brightness. The installation is quite easy for users who like to replace things themselves. With the plug and play simplified process, setting up headlights should not take more than 30 minutes. All it takes to set the
lights up are the two headlights and an H4 connector. To avoid unnecessary flickering, a circuit has been included to prevent electrical power interruptions. It delivers 6000K bright white light from both sets for an improved and safe driving experience. Fits all car types with 5×7 inch square headlights
Comes with cut-offs One year warranty Soft lenses No anti-fog system These headlights are another phenomenal set that is easy to install. You don't have to be an expert to appropriately put them in without professional help. What the JW Speaker 8700 J2 Black Headlights Pair has over the competition
is dual-burn technology. It provides an extra dose of light by assembling the high and low beam to deliver extra driving beam. When users switch to driving beam the low light is kept on to provide more light. This also provides a wider beam of light for users who are ready for an enhanced 'glow in the dark'
experience. With a 5000k color temperature, it also provides bright white light every time you turn the headlights on. In incredibly cold areas or low temperate seasons like winter, the weather can present challenges for the headlights. This is because fog and icy situations pose a danger as foggy or icy
headlights will blur a driver's vision. Fortunately, these headlights come with a smart heating technology that ensures lens de-ice better than other headlight marks in its class. They are working with temperature changes to regulate appropriate heating systems. When the temperature drops, the heater will
melt the ice. When the temperature rises, this system turns off without any action being taken by the users. The sturdy die-hard aluminum casing provides a much-needed durable exterior that protects the headlights from dust and excess moisture. Polycarbonate lens provides increased durability Wide
that includes bright light milled lens to snow build It's on the pricey side Working with a limited number of Jeeps Don't come with mounting rings LED headlights with rotating RGB Halo Speech Brightness Adjustment Remote work with Jeeps, a good number of cars, and even some motorcycles. The
beautiful halo light help to enhance the headlight glow on the road. These Halo lamps replace halogen and HID headlights, and the remote light is slightly lower on the lamp. This prevents other drivers from dazzle while still delivering excellent on-the-go performance. The Jeep halo lamps are protected by
a durable aluminum casing that prevents dust and moisture from entering. One of the highlights of these Jeep Wrangler headlights is the built-in smart controls. Users have control over certain adjustable actions via their smartphones. With a viable Bluetooth connection, the brightness level, timing, and
flashing function, as well as the rotation can be adjusted. Setting up the headlights is also quite simple with the included H4 and H13 adapters. The easy plug in and play makes the installation hassle-free. The built-in canbus delivers flicker-free performance throughout the journey. This eliminates the
need for an additional decoder. Long service life of 50,000 hours Illuminates the road up to 150 meters Internal cooling fan to show heat Setting up halo colors can be a bit challenging Not enough information about the instructions for use Sometimes bulbs do not last long due to circulatory problems and
other problems. The Xprite 7-85W LED headlights for the Jeep Wrangler are bulb-free – this ensures that the headlights remain undamaged regardless of sudden shocks or vibrations. The advantage of Xprite is its clean and sharp night vision. These lights appear to be relatively brighter than lots of Jeep
Wrangler headlights. It appropriately mimics the color of daylight and provides wider light coverage. When driving, it is important that the light covers a wide section of the road. The more you can see, the better. These headlights project lights across the road, giving users a clear advantage and overview
of what is in front of them. These headlights are also lined with a die-hard aluminum casing that is built in for durability. It effectively prevents rust and moisture and also prevents the entrance to dust. The polycarbonate comes with four different lighting settings and colours. The ribbed design includes a
cooling system that easily dispels heat to prevent overheating. It also gives a light and strong shape. Lightweight, weatherproof aluminum body with cooling system Halo lights relatively brighter than other headlights 50,000 hours No fog light settings included Problems with passenger side headlights
These attractive-looking Halo lights are one of the best Jeep Wrangler headlights. The beautiful all-black design gives a cool and classic look that is compatible with different models and colors. The Omotor 7 Jeep Wrangler Halo LED Headlights have white LED and RGB Halo lights with anti-explosion
properties. The multi-directional headlights allow users to adjust certain settings via a smartphone. This clever feature incorporates multicolored micro-leds into superior glowing light. This gives a brighter, stronger and refined light. The app on your phone wirelessly controls colors, speed, brightness, and
strobe, and also syncs the music you're listening to with the RGB lights for extra cool effects. What's more, the lightweight aluminum casing provides a protective layer without being too heavy on the form. This waterproof, dustproof and shockproof high performance light can also be used for other
functions. It can be used as a fun alternative when camping, decorating or partying. They would also make large yard lamps, yacht lights and the like as the 5D lens helps to project light longer than regular headlights. All in all, these lights definitely help you walk the distance. Compatible with a wide range
of off-road vehicles 50,000 plus Lifespan Halo lights look great both in daylight and at night May not be legal for on-road driving Insufficient user information No anti-fog system Ovotor 7 LED Jeep Headlights with Halo Ring bring an intensified driving experience with their extra-visual lights. A unique V-
design has also been incorporated. This design consists of daytime running lights and angelic eyes halo turn signals. The installation has also been simplified so that non-expert users chance to D-I-Y. Simply connect using an H4 connector; the red wire connects to the V-type white DRL, while the yellow
wire is connected to the signal lights. There is no need for an additional decoder or canbus the built-in anti-flicker harness is very reliable. Another advantage of these headlights is the wide compatibility range. These lights will fit into most vehicles with a 7-inch round headlight. Even for users who need
Jeep JK headlights, these are a compatible solution. The durable aluminum housing is sturdy yet light enough to dissipate heat. To improve this function, a breathing vent has been included to properly prevent overheating. It not only releases heat, but also exhibits moisture and water that could get
trapped inside the headlight. Over 50,000 hours of life Effective heat dissipation Work in harsh weather conditions May need to change to fit perfectly Mismatch with the driver and passengers seat headlights LEDS project light a bit too high The next 7 headlights have phenomenal features any on/off-road
vehicle should utilize. The 7 Suparee RGB Headlights + 4 RGB Fog lamps for the Jeep Wrangler incorporate both a headlight and fog lights and get ready with a DC of up to 10-30V providing 3600k high beam and 1800 main beam. They are great substitutes for stock halogen and HID headlights. Not
only do they perform better, but are much easier to maintain. The use of dim and unreliable factory lights certainly affects drivers' vision, especially in harsh weather conditions where everything is already quite weak. Therefore, lighter headlights are the solution to a more exciting road experience. Hit
these ramps and tour exciting locations with headlights that won't stop your shine. With the flaming Halo eyes, these headlights deliver up to three times more intense than regular stock headlights. Multiple adjustable features Lifetime of up to 50,000 hours Compatible with a good selection of Jeep cars
Poor installation instructions Require an additional adapter to be installed Cowone 7 inch Round 130W Philip Led Projector Headlight is another affordable replacement option. Affordable options like Cowone are made with durable materials and are built to last long. These headlamps are manufactured
under strict compliance with industry rules, ensuring this product is a top-notch product worthy to compete with other headlights in its class. The shock-resistant and waterproof properties ensure that these Jeep Wrangler headlights will still perform at maximum performance even in harsh weather
conditions. Cowone boasts relatively brighter light and significantly superior cut-off that prevents light from blind observation oncoming drivers. These headlights also provide a significant clear focus on the road and what is ahead. Despite its affordable price, this is one of the most advanced 7 headlights
you would find out there. They were manipulated for night time on/off road driving and provide the benefit every driver should enjoy on the road. Compatible with a good selection of vehicles Almost three times brighter than stock More than 50,000 hours of life Poor light distribution Brightness can be
overhyped Xprite 7 75W Cree LED Headlights for Jeep Wrangler with DRL is another great option. Xprite is known for its high quality products, and this model is no different. With a DOT-approved Cree Led Chip, this headlight runs brighter than stock halogen and HID options. The advanced daytime
daytime running lights still provide optimal performance with high and low beams. The expected focus also covers a large part of the road, which informs motorists' roads. Even from a distance the light is able to cover safe ground and gives the driver the advantage of looking further forward. The three
lighting modes incorporated into the design also allow users to switch between low/high beam and DRL, while the durable die casting aluminium enclosure ensures that the lamp is sufficiently sealed. This prevents dust and moisture from entering and tampering with the efficiency of the headlight.
Polycarbonate lens provides a harder lens, while ribbed design works fine for cooling. Overall, the design is quite light and weatherproof. Over 50,000 hours of life Ribbet design for adequate cooling 3 light modes Can blind oncoming drivers Main Beams are still extremely bright Spotlight focus instead of
a wider range Replacing your stock headlights can be one of the most important decisions for you. As a Jeep Wrangler owner, the options run wide. Before you jump on the 'new headlights train' there are a few things you should take into account. What to consider when buying LED lights for the Jeep
Wrangler An anti-flickering harness: since you replace the headlights, they have to come up with a system that prevents flickering due to the new connections. The connection may not be 100% perfect, and sometimes the current interruption will cause it. A good harness will prevent the current from
tripping out and on the lights while keeping it stable throughout. The materials used in the manufacture of the headlamps are very important. These determine how durable and long-lasting the device will be. Good quality materials shall promote waterproof, dust-resistant and shock-resistant operation. The
installation process is important, especially if you plan to configure it yourself. Usually, a plug and play system is the easiest, as it causes very little trouble with the necessary hardware and equipment. Some headlights have an adapter that helps to easily connect the headlights to the source. There should
be detailed guidance to put users through the process. You should also know if you need an H4 harness or an H13 connector. Before you go on to buy the headlights of your dreams, it is important to know fitment. Some headlights are only compatible with a number of cars. It is only wise to check which
cars the headlights are compatible with and what is needed to install them. This will save money and time. Why should you invest in new Jeep LED headlights? Headlights can come in different designs and functions, but primarily they should provide better night vision. Users drive out at night for various
important reasons. Not all areas have functional or adequate street lights. An effective headlight must be bright enough to show users the way ahead. This will also help oncoming drivers see your car remotely. Unreliable Jeep Wrangler headlights It's a known fact that while the Jeep Wrangler car series
makes a wonderful collection, they're lacking in headlights departments. The lights are dim, unreliable and not durable. The best way to ensure you have a comfortable driving experience on/off-road is to replace them with greater options. LED headlights are a great improvement from regular stock
headlights. They provide brighter, user-friendly and long-lasting wide coverage lighting for smart drivers. It's not a myth that headlights are an important part of your car. That's why you can get stopped for broken or unreliable headlights. Good quality headlights give lighting drivers the need to prevent
accidents. Especially on lonely or off-road tracks. Bright headlights would notify passers-by and other vehicles or bikes as you come. It will also be easier to see what lies ahead of you and avoid accidents. How to install Jeep Wrangler LED Headlights? Release the hatch by loosening the latch next to
Remove the screws holding the front grilles, and then remove the grilles to access the headlights Do this by placing one hand at the bottom of the grille to pop it out and the other hand to pull it out. Remove the metal screws that keep the housing intact. Remove the housing and then remove the
headlights. Replace it with 7 LED lights by placing things back in exactly the same format as you disconnected them. Best Jeep Wrangler Headlights FAQ: Q: How do I adjust Jeep LED headlights? A: To properly adjust your Jeep Wrangler led light, cut a piece of tape and keep it 3 feet above the ground
in front of the parked car.  The headlamps must be switched on and pointed over the tape. Use a compatible driver to adjust the screw positioned at a 10 o'clock position. Turn counterclockwise until the light is lowered under the tape. Repeat this process for drivers' side headlights. The only difference on
this side is the screw is placed at a 2 o'clock position. Q: How long do LED lights last? A: LED lights last longer than regular halogen lights because they emit less heat. Depending on the brand, good LED headlights should last 30,000-50,000 on average, which is like 3-5 years. Q: Do LED headlights use
less power? A: LED lights use less power, it's great for your Jeep Wrangler as it would conserve battery power and extend Jeep's life too. Our Top Pick When In Doubt, Choose DOT Approved 7 Black LED + 4 Cree LED Fog lamps. They are high performance Cree headlights with clear and crisp white
light projection. They are easy to install and come with a built-in EMC to ensure anti-shimmering. Enjoy more than 50,000 hours of clean, high-performance LED lights. Sources: How long do the headlights last? - HowStuffWorks Add Your Rating Automotive Advice and Products
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